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Abstract

The US Departmentof Energy (DOE) Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), located in
southeastNew Mexico, is a deep geologic repository for thepermanentdisposal of
transuranicwaste generatedby DOE defense-related activities. SandiaNational
Laboratories (SNL), in its role as scientific advisor to the DOE, is responsible for
evaluatingthe long-term performance of the WIPP. This risk-based Performance
Assessment (PA) is accomplished in part throughthe use of numerous scientific
modeling codes, which rely for some of their inputson datagatheredduring
characterizationof the site. The PA is subject to formal requirementsset forth in federal
regulations. In particular,the components of the calculation fall underthe config&ation
managementand software quality assuranceaegis of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Nuclear Quality Assurance (NQA) requirements. This paper
describes SNL’Simplementationof the NQA requirementsregarding configuration
management. The complexity of the PA calculation is described, and the rationale for
developing a flexible, robust run-control process is discussed. The run-control
implementation is described, and its integrationwith the configuration-management
system is then explained, to show how a calculation requiring37,000 CPU-hours, and
involving 225,000 output files totaling 95 Gigabytes, was accomplished in 5 months by 2
individuals, with fill traceabilityand reproducibility.

Keywords: Configuration management; Run control; Run management;Traceability
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1. Introduction

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a deep geologic repository located in southeast
New Mexico, which has been licensed for the permanentdisposal of transuranicwaste
generatedby US Departmentof Energy (DOE) defense-related activities [1]. The
scientific advisor to DOE, SandiaNational Laboratories (SNL), is responsible for
evaluatingthe long-term (10,000-year) performance of the WII?P. This risk-based
Performance Assessment (PA) is accomplished in part through the use of numerous
scientific modeling codes, which rely for some of their inputson datagatheredduring
characterizationof the site. Due to the regulatorynatureof any nuclear waste disposal
project, theparticipantsmust be held to high standardsof accountability. For SNL, this
means thatthe performance assessmentresultsare of sufficient import, and complexity,
as to requirerigorous accountability and control of all versions of the inputs, codes,
outputs,and the multiple relationshipsbetween and among them. This accountability and
control is accomplished through configuration management andrun control. ,

The origins of the formal software configuration management (SCM) requirementsare
given, and the statusof SCM atthe time the requirementswere imposed is discussed.
This is followed by a detailed description of SNL’Simplementation of SCM, including a
description of procedures and roles. Actual examples are cited which demonstratethe
effectiveness of the SCM system. Finally, thereis a discussion of importantlessons
learned.

Following a description of the computational complexity involved, a case is made for
rigorous run-control andjob-distribution processes. Again, the initial statusof run
control at SNL is discussed, followed by a discussion of our implementationof an
improved, more robust and effective process. Once again, examples of the system’s
effectiveness are cited, followed by a discussion of lessons learned.

2. Software Configuration Management

Software configuration management (SCM), as implemented for software on the WIPP
project, is comprised of both configuration management and change control. For our
purposes, configuration managementcan be defined as the meticulous identification,
storage, and ongoing tracking of computer codes, from a baseline version through all
subsequentversions, along with all relevantinputs, outputs, compilation options, library
linkages, and any other information needed to faithfully reproduce the most recent or any
previous calculation for which a code has been used (whether for testingor for
production). Change control is the formal process by which proposed code changes are
evaluatedfor importance and impact, and only formally approved changes are allowed.
All changes aretracked and all versions aremaintainedby the configuration management
system.
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Origin of SCM Requirements
In 1992, the Land Withdrawal Act [2] named the US EnvironmentalProtection Agency
(EPA) as the regulator for WII?P. As such, EPA became responsible for developing
disposal regulations, and for certifying the long-term safety of the repository. In late
1993, Regulation 40CFR191 [3] set forth the disposal regulationsand release limits. In
effect, this regulation outlined what needed to be done to demonstratecompliance with
the release limits, without speci~ing how to do it. Then, in early 1996,40CFR194 [4]
established criteriafor demonstratingcompliance with 40CFR191, in effect specifying
how to do so. This latterregulation invoked the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers’ (ASME) Nuclear Quality Assurance (NQA) Standards,i.e., ASME NQA-l-
1989 edition, NQA-2a-l 990 addenda (Part2.7)toASMENQA-2-1989 edition, and
ASME NQA-3-1989 edition [5]. As an integralpartof its software QA requirements,the
NQA standardsrequire configuration management and change control. These
requirements,coupled with the requirementto support SNL’Ssoftware QA program
throughversion control and documentation of software testing [6], combined to dictate
the SCM system design. The design was furtherinfluenced by the complexity of the PA
calculations. This complexity was a resultof the physical processes being modeled, as
well as the need to model uncertaintythroughthe use of probabilistic methods.

An example of this complexity is illustratedby Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows, at a
high level, the major processes modeled by the WIPP PA codes, as well as their
relationshipsto one another. Each of these processes consists of the modeling code, as
well as numerous lower-level support codes required to implement the model. Thus, for
example, the “Regional and Local GroundwaterFlow” model shown in Figure 1 consists
of the modeling code and support codes shown in Figure 2. A similar expansion exists
for every process shown in Figure 1. In addition, this complex suiteof codes must be
exercised a large number of times to properly account for statisticaluncertainty[7, 8].

Establishmentof Existing SCM Condition
The interactionsbetween EPA and SNL began in earnestin early 1994. At thattime,
SNL embarked on a process of explaining to the EPA the various PA modeling codes,
and their linkages to one anotherand to the site-characterizationdata. The resultsof a
preliminaryPA, conducted in 1992 [9], were to be used as the basis for these interactions.
It quickly became apparentthatgreatertraceability and reproducibility were needed. The
burden of file management and version tracking had been placed upon the individual
code developers. No formal, centralized configuration-managementprocedures existed,
nor was any mechanism in place to facilitatethe process. Consequently, some of the
practices were closer to the realm of “tribalknowledge” thanto modern information
management. Formal reviews of theprogram, conducted by DOE, served to emphasize
fin-therthe need for rigorous control and tracking of changes to, and versions of,
computer codes and their inputsand outputs.

Changing ingrainedpractices requires changing an organization’s culture,which cannot
be accomplished without strong management support. Further,the suggested solution
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must show a clear benefit to those being asked to apply it. This was the challenge facing
WIPP PA.

Implementationof Software Configuration Management
Irnplementationof SCM involved several tasks. The first task was to determinewhat
types of SCM tools were available, and to select one thatmet the project’s needs.
Simultaneously, theseneeds had to be codified and developed into project procedures,
and access-control requirementshad to be identified. The next taskwas to identify all
codes thathad been used, or might be used, in the PA calculation to supportthe
Compliance Certification Application (CCA) and submittedto EPA [10], and thento
place those codes under SCM. A “primitive baseline inventory list” was created,
indicating the version, state(e.g., in test or in production), and status(e.g., underrevision
or not underrevision) for all versions of all codes.

Virtually all of the WIPP codes had been developed under the OpenVMS operating
system, sold by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC). Establishing SCM on the same
platform avoided several problems with traceabilityand compatibility thatfile transfer
between different platforms would have caused. Another DEC product, DECSet Tools,
was selected after it was evaluated and determinedsuitable. A consultantwith
configuration managementexperience was provided by DEC Networks and Systems
IntegrationServices to design and implement a system thatwould meet our requirements,
using the DECSet Tools product. The components of this product which were used
included source-code control, dynamic and staticcode analysis, andbuild-control
modules.

During the process of bringing all codes under control of the SCM system, it became
clear thatmost of the codes adheredto some individual naming conventions, but did not
follow a more global naming convention thatallowed numerous codes to be managed at
the same time. Thus, a code naming convention was adopted thatused a unique “code
prefix” for each code and every file (source and otherwise) associated with the code. In
addition to a naming convention, several consistency issues were also addressed (e.g.,
calling externalfiles using logical, ratherthanliteral,references; removing “hard-wired”
constants from codes, and instead, retrievingthem fi-oma shareddatabase). These tasks
were accomplished by requiring code developers to complete a single-page checklist,
covering the above issues, prior to placing codes under SCM for the first time. This
facilitated the identification of code elements (e.g., source, libraries,other modules), as
well as the creation and subsequentuse of the appropriateworking environments.

Two primary roles, SCM Coordinator and SCM Librarian,were identified as necessary
for successfidly implementing and managing the SCM process, and so the next taskwas
to select qualified individuals to fill theseroles. The SCM Coordinator was responsible
for maintainingchange control records for all codes, as well as maintainingthe Software
Baseline Inventory List, which is a listing of software thathas been approved for use,
retiredfrom use, is a candidate for retirement,or is in the process of qualification. The
SCM Librarianwas responsible for the design, implementation,and day-to-day
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managementof the SCM system. DEC’SNetworks and Systems IntegrationServices
filled this latterrole.

The final task in the SCM implementationprocess was to design and implement the
working environmentsthatwere needed to support different activities, and different
securityrequirements,for codes in different phases of development. To provide
appropriatesecurity, each code was placed in its own SCM storage area, and assigned its
own development, test, and production environments. Each developer was given the
option of maintaininghidher own development environment for day-to-day activities.
Each code was given a test environment,where development and integrationtesting
would takeplace. Once the SCM Coordinator determinedthata code was ready for a
production build (i.e., compilation and linking), the build was done in a production
environmentby the SCM Librarian,and then subjected to acceptance testing in the test
environment. Production builds were scripted and executed directly within the SCM
system. Build logs and the resultingproduction executable were stored in the SCM
system afterbuild completion. Only the SCM Librarianwas allowed write-level access
to the production environment, i.e., no one else could alterthe contents. After
completion of acceptance testing, the code was released for general use and made
available in the production environment. All subsequentofficial calculations were
conducted in the production environment.

Two additional computational environmentswere created, each nearly identical to the
one created for the CCA calculation. One of these was for the EPA, so thatthey could
conduct calculations of their own, using our codes as well as some of theirown, with the
same benefits of traceability and reproducibility [11]. The second such environmentwas
created for oversight groups and other interestedstakeholders. These partieswere
responsible for theirown SCM administration,and SNL did not have access to their files,
except thatwe all sharedthe same system administrators. EPA and interested
stakeholders,of course, did have full read-level access to the SNL production
environment.

Effectiveness
Internalproject reviews, DOE surveillances, and auditswere conducted atvarious times
before, during, and following the CCA calculation and submittal. The large number of
runs and the very large number of files generatedinterestin our ability to retrieve and
reproduce results. Early in the review process, DOE found our implementationof SCM
to be commendable, and cited it as a “best practice”. Complete retrievabilityand
reproducibility were demonstratedfor all SCM-controlled files, fi-om any and all phases
of the calculation. In addition to the “auditability“ aspects of the system, analystsand
other consumers of the files could be confident thatthe SCM components they needed for
theirwork (e.g., executable, inputs, calculation results)were accessible, authentic,and
always in the rightplace.

The formal PA calculation for the CCA involved 37,000 CPU-hours (over 4.2 CPU-
years), with over 225,000 output files retained. Many times thatnumber of files (on the
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order of 2 million) were created and retainedtemporarily as intermediateresults. The
files relegated to permanentstorage occupy some 95 Gigabytes, out of a total of over
three Terabytes generated. Due to the rigorous naming convention, every single file can
be readily identified, as can its role in the overall calculation. For example, each file
name contains a reference to the relevant codes, the particularcalculation (e.g., CCA),
and such calculation-specific details as vector number, scenario number, and statistical
replicate. Any of the temporary, intermediatefiles can be regeneratedon demand. Many
times, we have been called upon to locate and retrievea specific file or set of files, and
each time we have been able to respond quickly and accurately. Significantly, the SCM
Librarianshave been the individuals responding to such requests, thusremoving this
burden fi-omthe analystsand code sponsors.

What Worked Best
Administration of the SCM system was limited to a small number (two) of individuals,
the SCM Librarians. This in itself brought a certainlevel of consistency to the process.
In addition, it permittedthe SCM resources (e.g., disk space, code libraries) to be
controlled and managed more easily, since the managerscould see the “big picture”. A
bonus was the coordination effect thatthe SCM Librariansprovided between teams.

Not surprisingly,many code sponsors and theirteams initiallyresisted the need for
project-wide file-naming conventions, Their concerns generally related to perceptions of
“ownership”. The very aggressive schedule only added to theiranxiety. However, the
naming (and other) conventions provided the additionalconsistency thatwas needed to
permit the ready identification and retrievalof a specific file out of the thousandsstored
under SCM. Once a user (analyst,manager, regulator,stakeholder)was introduced to the
environment, they were able to easily find any input, code, or resultthey needed, along
with a complete history of all versions. The facility with which the system kept track of
versions, changes, inputs,outputs, etc., soon led code developers to rely on the SCM
system even for theirday-to-day code-development work.

Lessons Learned
Two importantlessons surfaced during the implementationand subsequent use of the
WIPP PA software configuration management system. The first is thatSCM (including
change control) should be applied early in the life cycle of any software product. Trying
to establish a history afterthe fact is usually very difficult, almost always inaccurate,and
expensive. And having implemented SCM, its application mustbe ongoing and
relentless. Any lapses lead to loss of control, and it requiresmuch more work to regain
control than it does to maintainit. The temptationto skip the formalities due to schedule
(or other) pressuresmustbe resisted. This, again, requiresstrong management support.
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3. Run Management and the Computational Environment

For SNL’SWIPP PA process, run managementor run control can be defined as the
automatedexecution of a suite of codes by those grantedthe necessary access, including
retrievalof all needed codes and inputs from within software configuration management,
as well as the appropriatedisposition of outputs. Further,run control addressesthe
distributionof the computational load across appropriateandlor available resources.

Requirements for the Computational Environment
No formal requirementdictated the use of a particularrun-control or job-distribution
methodology. Prudence, however, suggested thatsome kind of automatedrun-control
scheme was appropriate. The sheer complexity of the simulations, the vast numbersof
files involved, and the linkages from inputsto codes, between codes, and fkom codes to
outputsrequired great care to avoid mistakes. This, coupled with the need for fi.dl
traceability,reproducibility, and retrievability,lobbied againstmanualrun control.
Further,run scripts (i.e., lists of directives which automatethe execution and distribution
of the runs) could be qualified once, thenused many times, whereas manualrunswould
each be subject to individual qualification. In addition, once in place, a properly
implemented scheme would permit betterdistributionof runs across available resources,
enabling us to meet our very aggressive schedule. Another benefit of such a system is the
facilitation of more accurate scheduling and of better forecasting (of run-completion
times). The automateddisposition of resultsinto the SCM system would also serve to
expedite the availabilityof results for furtheranalysisor review. In fact, the existence of
the SCM system greatly facilitated the automationof run control.

Establishmentof Existing Computational Environment
Prior to implementationof the formal SCM system, calculations were constructed and
submittedalmost entirelymanually. There was software intended to act as a “run
executor”, but construction of the runstreamswas a manualprocess, as were job submittal
and disposition of outputs. Each code sponsor was responsible for the submission,
tracking, and disposition of his/her own jobs. Often therewas insufficient
communication between code sponsors, especially for codes thatwere near opposite ends
of a runstream. Contention for resources was high, disk space was inefficiently utilized,
and as previously mentioned, any naming conventions used were local ratherthanglobal.

Implementationof the Computational Environment
As alreadymentioned, the WIPP codes had been developed under the OpenVMS
operating system. OpenVMS is a multi-user, interactiveand batch operating system that
provides time-sharingbetween all users. To prepare for the CCA PA calculation, a
distributedcalculation environmentwas created,utilizing 13 OpenVMS systems,
including three single-processor machines and 10 four-processor machines (for a total of
43 availableprocessors). Eight of theseprocessors were generally reserved for
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development and system-overhead tasks, leaving 35 processors available for calculations.
The 13 systems were configured as a Network Interface (NI) cluster. NI clusters are
loosely coupled collections of systems thathave the ability to shareuser information and
peripherals (such as disk drives). A total of 400 Gb of disk space was configured to be
available to all nodes in the cluster. The disk drives were mostly configured as RAID
(RedundantArray of IndependentDisks) to maximize throughputand minimize
downtime related to disk failures. Each system was assigned a calculation disk thatwas
directly attached,to improve throughput(input/outputperformance). This calculation
disk provided a working area for jobs runningon the local CPU(s).

Given the massive number of individualjob runsrequired to complete the calculation, a
mechanism was needed to provide for automatedjob submission and tracking. Batch
execution queues were establishedon each system. A generic queue (i.e., one not
associated with a particularcomputational node) was created thatdirected pending jobs to
the next available system queue as processors became available.

All official runswere controlled by two Run Coordinators, known as the “CCA Masters”.
These individuals made all the decisions about utilization of CPU time and other system
resources for the CCA. A major partof the Run Coordinators’jobs was to balance
resource utilization between automatedruns and ongoing analysistasks. Throughout the
calculation, analystsreviewed calculation resultsas they became available. The need to
provide system resources for these sometimes CPU-intensive analysts’functions varied
on a day-to-day basis, andhad an impact on the number of processors available for
calculations.

The complexity of the CCA calculation required a level of runmanagement or run
control beyond what would normally be expected of commercial job scheduling
packages. The calculation required about 59,000 batchjobs, each involving from 2 to 30
different executable, and required dynamic input identification and outputnaming.

A run-control system was developed by scripting all code flows (runs), settingup ajob
distributionqueuing system, capitalizing on the file naming convention, and interacting
directly with the SCM system from the scripts. In most cases threetypes of scriptswere
developed — distributioncontrol scripts to submit and distributelarge numbers of runs,
preliminaryjob scripts to run common precursorjobs, and calculation run scripts to run
the many thousandsof individualjobs. Run distributionscriptsreceived inputs that
indicatedthe number of jobs being run, as well as flags instructingthe distribution script
to runpreliminary or calculationjobs. All scripts reported any errorsor problems
directly to the Run Coordinators via email, allowing them to easily auditmany runs and
give theirdirect attentionto any problems.

For example, for one of the major subsystemsthejob execution flow is as follows:
- Execute the subsystem distributionscript with inputsthatwill cause any

preliminaryjobs to be run in batch mode. All necessary outputs from the
preliminaryjobs are automaticallyplaced under SCM and identified as
relatingto the currentcalculation.
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- Oncethe preliminmyjob(s) arecompleted, the Run Coordinator executes the
subsystem distributionscript, using input flags thatcause the distribution
script to submitmany individual runs of the calculation to batch queues. For
the WIPP CCA calculation, anywhere from 100 to 5000 jobs were generated
at a time for this particularsubsystem.

Each script execution, whether for preliminary or for calculationjobs, worked directly
with SCM to get copies of relevantexecutable and input files, and to place important
output files under SCM, using knowledge of the calculation naming convention.

Effectiveness
The formal PA calculation for the CCA involved on the order of 50 codes altogether,
representedby some 21 code sponsors. The calculation took five months end-to-end
(March throughJuly, 1996), and was conducted by only two people (the Run
Coordinators). As previously stated,the CCA calculation involved 37,000 CPU-hours
(over 4.2 CPU-years), with over 225,000 files retained. The 59,000 batch jobs, each
comprised of runstreamsinvoking fi-om2 to 30 executable, translateto over 700,000
individual code executions.

Any of the temporary, intermediatefiles can be regeneratedon demand. Many times
SNL has been called upon to reproduce a result, and each time we have been able to
respond quickly and accurately. In such cases, the Run Coordinators have been the
individuals responding to the requests, thusremoving this burden fi-omthe code sponsors.
The latterare, of course, still responsible for defending theircodes, their choice of inputs,
and so on.

Once the codes had been scripted and benchmarked, reliable run-completion schedules
became straightforwardto produce. The existence of run-control scripts also provided
reusability, since the scripts could be invoked as often as needed. SNL has, in fact, had
several opportunities to reuse the system. One example was an exercise conducted for
theEPA, which consisted of changing many of the inputparametersand conducting the
entirecalculation again, in order to evaluatethe impact of those changes [12]. This
exercise was conducted by the Run Coordinators, and took only three months. The
magnitudeof the calculation was about the same as for the CCA.

What Worked Best
A concern at the beginning of the calculation was how the resources could be managed so
thatthe massive calculation could be completed on schedule, while a diverse group of
regulators,analysts,and other users conducted theirwork. Since management of the
calculation had been limited to only two Run Coordinators, the computational resources
were easily controlled andmanaged. Once again, due to the small number of individuals
in control of the overall process, coordination between teams was facilitated. Since the
Run Coordinators controlled all the computational resources and had responsibility for all
the runs, they were the logical point of contact for analystswanting to know when their
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datawould be ready, for providing managementwith tracking schedules, for anyone
wanting to know what was in process, for anyone requesting additional computational
resources, and so on.

Again, many code sponsors and theirteams initially resisted the concept of Run
Coordinators to run “their” codes, and againthe very aggressive schedule added to their
anxiety. However, the scripting of runsand distributionof jobs resolved many of the
conflicts thattypically resulted from doing business the old way. Users were isolated
fi-omsystem-resource issues, and could be given reliable estimatesof job-completion
dates. The tight coupling with SCM meant thatthe statusof jobs andthe whereabouts of
job components could be tracked at any point before, during, and after a calculation.

Lessons Learned
Complex, large-scale calculations require an integratedcomputational environmentto
effectively maintaintraceability and reproducibility. Further,in a regulatory
environment,where rigorous auditsare the rule, there is great advantagein removing as
many manual steps as possible. While creation of automatedscripting and file-
managementsoftware requires much up-fi-onteffort and takes a lot of resources, such
software can be tested and qualified once, and thenused repeatedly. The manual
alternativerequires qualification of the manual steps each time they areperformed. For
large numbers of calculations, or for ones involving a large number of steps, this repeated
manualqualification always ends up takingmore time and resources thanarerequired for
the automationof the processes. Do not try to do this any other way!

Once again, therewas enthusiasticbuy-in by code users once the benefits of the run-
control environmentbecame apparent. No longer did they need to concern themselves
with finding available resources, probing the system for information aboutjob status,or
resolving schedule conflicts. In fact, just as with the SCM system, the run-control
environmentproved so appealing thatcode sponsors now use it for their day-to-day
activities.

Lastly, the importance of the reusabilityof the automatedrun-control environmentcannot
be over-emphasized. Never assumethata calculation will be done only once; it is
axiomatic among PA professionals thatany large analysiswill be redone at least once.
For every WIPP calculation SNL has performed, we have been required (e.g., by the
regulator)to perform the calculation over, with minor changes to selected inputs. To
date,we have done formal calculations, of approximately the same magnitude as the
CCA calculation, some five additionaltimes.

4. Conclusions

For complex, large-scale calculations, conducted in a regulatory environment,all
components mustbe carefully managed. Run control and configuration management are
paramountfor providing traceability and reproducibility. Even in a non-regulatory
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environment,they are good practice. Elimination of manual steps, to the extent
practicable, fin-therenhances credibility and accountability. The introduction of
configuration management andrun control into an environmentin which they have not
previously been implemented or rigorously applied inevitably causes concern and
suspicion among the users. To allay these fears, the benefits of theproposed
environmentsmust be demonstratedto users. For the benefits (to the users and to the
project) to be fully realized, change control, configuration management,and run control
must be applied without any exceptions. This requires strongmanagement support. On
the WIPP project, once these systems were in place and users had gained experience with
them, the usersbecame enthusiasticsupporters.

Additional benefits to the project included more efficient use of resources and the ability
to schedule calculations more accurately. Efficient use of resources was not limited to
computational hardware, either. For example, code sponsors and analystswere fi-eed
from responding to the very frequentrequestsby regulatorsand stakeholdersto provide
results,codes, inputs, or even to reproduce a calculation, as this could be done by the
SCM Librariansand/or Run Coordinators.
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Fig. 1. Processes modeled by WIPP PA codes.

Fig. 2. Expansion of “Regional and Local GroundwaterFlow” model from Fig. 1, to
include support codes.
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Fig. 1. Processes modeled by WIPP PA codes.
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